In this paper, new results on the analysis in hadron-hadron scattering (πN , KN , KN , etc) are obtained by using the nonextensive quantum entropy and principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states (PMD-SQS). So, using [SJ (p), S θ (q), S J θ (p), S J θ (p, q)]-Tsallis-like scattering entropies, the optimality as well as the nonextensive statistical behavior of the [J and θ]-quantum systems of states produced in hadronic scatterings are investigated in an unified manner. A connection between optimal states obtained from the principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states (PMD-SQS) [17] and the most stringent (MaxEnt) entropic bounds on Tsallis-like entropies for quantum scattering, is established. The generalized entropic uncertainty relations as well as the correlation between the nonextensivities p and q of the [J and θ]-statistics are proved. New results on the experimental tests of the saturation of the PMD-SQS-optimality limit, as well as on the test of optimal entropic bands obtained by using the experimental pion-nucleon, kaon-nucleon, antikaon-nucleon phase shifts, are presented. The nonextensivity indices p and q are determined from the experimental entropies by a fit with the optimal entropies [S o1
Introduction
In the last time there is an increasing interest in the foundation of a new statistical theory [1, 2] valid for the nonextensive statistical systems which exhibit some relevant long range interactions, the memory effects or multifractal structures. It is important to mention here that the Tsallis nonextensive statistical formalism [2] already has been successfully applied to a large variety of phenomena such as (see Ref. [3] ): Levy-like and correlated anomalous diffusions, turbulence in electron plasma, self-graviting systems, cosmology, galaxy clusters, motion of Hydra viridissima, classical and quantum chaos, quantum entanglement, reassociation in folded proteins, superstatistics, economics, linguistic, etc. Here, is worth to mention the recent applications of nonextensive statistics to nuclear and high-energy particle physics, namely: electron-positron annihilations [4, 5] , quark-qluon plasma [6] , hadronic collisions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 13] , nuclear collisions [14] , and solar neutrinos [15, 16] .
In this paper, some new results on the optimal state analysis of hadronhadron scattering (πN, KN, KN, etc), obtained by using the nonextensive quantum entropy [7] [8] [9] and principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states (PMD-SQS) [17] , are presented. Then, using [S J (p), S θ (q), S Jθ (p), S Jθ (p, q)]-Tsallis-like scattering entropies, the optimality as well as the nonextensive statistical behavior of the [J and θ]-quantum systems of states produced in hadronic scatterings are investigated in an unified manner. A connection between optimal states obtained from the principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states (PMD-SQS) [17] and the most stringent (MaxEnt) entropic bounds on Tsallis-like entropies for quantum scattering, is established. The nonextensivity indices p and q are determined from the experimental entropies by a fit with the optimal entropies [S 2 Optimality and nonextensive entropy for quantum scattering
Principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states
Recently in [17 ] we described the essential features of the hadron-hadron scattering by using a new principle of optimum called principle of minimum distance in the space of quantum states (PMD-SQS). Then knowledge about the hadronhadron scattering system (or more concretely, about partial amplitudes) are deduced by assuming that the scattering system behaves as to optimize some given measure of the system effectiveness, e.g., the distance in the Hilbert space of scattering states. Thus the behavior of the scattering system is completely specified by those variational variables (e.g., the partial scattering amplitudes) which are obtained by applying constrained optimization to its effectiveness. The PMD-SQS-optimum principle was formulated in a more general mathematical form by using reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces methods [17] [18] [19] . Then, a new "analytic" quantum physics is developed in terms of the reproducing functions from the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) of the transition amplitudes. In this new kind of analytic quantum physics the system variational variables are the partial transition amplitudes which are introduced by the development of S-matrix elements in terms of Fourier components, implied by the fundamental symmetry of the quantum interacting system. Here we discuss two very simple cases, namely, the application of PMD-SQS−optimal principle [17] to the (πN, KN, KN )−scatterings. Therefore, let f ++ (x) and f +− (x), x ∈ [−1, 1], be the scattering helicity amplitudes of the meson -nucleon scattering process:
x = cos(θ), θ being the c.m. scattering angle. The normalization of the helicity amplitudes f ++ (x) and f +− (x) is chosen such that the c.m. differential cross section
Since we will work at fixed energy, the dependence of σ el and dσ dΩ (x) on this variable was suppressed. Hence, the helicities of incoming and outgoing nucleons are denoted by µ, µ ′ , and was written as (+),(-), corresponding to ( 
where the d J µν (x)-rotation functions are given by
where • P l are the derivatives of the Legendre polynomials. Now, the elastic integrated cross section for the meson-nucleon scattering can be expressed in terms of partial amplitudes f J+ and f J−
Therefore, the variational variables for the (0 − 1/2 + → 0 − 1/2 + )−scatterings are the helicity amplitudes f J+ and f J− while elastic integrated cross section expressed in terms of variational variables by Eq. (6) is taken as the measure of system effectiveness.
Moreover, the elastic integrated cross section is directly related to the concept of quantum distance in the space of states. If H be the Hilbert space of the scattering states, defined on the interval S≡[−1, 1], with the inner product < . , . > and the norm · , given by
Then, the in general the distance D(f, g) between any two scattering states f, g ∈ H is given by:
The value of the arbitrary phase Φ min for which the distance function f − g exp(−iΦ) is minimized is called minimum phase (see e.g. Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] ) and is given by : exp(iΦ min ) =< f, g > / |< f, g >| .
If we take g ≡ 0 then
As is seen from the above definition, the quantum distances from the Hilbert space of the scattering amplitudes have just the dimensions of length (e.g. fm, cm, etc.). The detalied presentation of the PMD-SQS as well as some important results on application of reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) methods to the extremal problems of hadronic scattering can be found in Refs. [12, 17, 18] . Some definitions and PMD-SQS-predictions are presented without a proof in the Tables 1-2.
J-nonextensive statistics for the quantum scattering states
We define two kind of Tsallis-like scattering entropies. One of them, namely S J (p), p ∈ R, is special dedicated to the investigation of the nonextensive statistical behavior of the angular momentum J−quantum states, and can be defined by [7] 
where the probability distributions p J are given by
Here, it is important to present the following remark about geometric origin of the nonextensivity index p∈ R. Remark 1: Any Tsallis-like entropy of form (7) can be written in the equivalent form
and consequently the nonextensivity index is determined by the dimension 2p of the Hilbert space L 2p of normalized partial helicity amplitudes { f J ± / σ el /2π}.
θ-nonextensive statistics for the quantum scattering states
In similar way, for the θ−scattering states considered as statistical canonical ensemble, we can investigate their nonextensive statistical behavior by using an angular Tsallis-like scattering entropy S θ (q) defined as [7] S
where
with dσ dΩ (x) and σ el defined by Eqs. (2)- (3) and (6). Remark 2: Any Tsallis-like entropy of form (9) can be written in the equivalent form
and consequently the nonextensivity index q is strictly determined by the dimension 2q of the Hilbert space L 2q of the normalized helicity amplitudes {φ ++ , φ +− }.
[Jθ]−Tsallis-like scattering entropies
Also we can define the following generalized Tsallis-like combined entropy [11, 12] 
The above Tsallis-like scattering entropies posses two important properties. First, in the limit k → 1, k ≡ p, q, the Boltzmann-Gibs kind of entropies is recovered: lim
Secondly, these entropies are called Tsallis-like scattering entropies, having the nonextensivity properties in the sense that
for any independent sub-systems A, B (p A+B = p A · p B ). Hence, each of the indices p = 1 or q = 1 from the definitions (7) and (9) can be interpreted as measuring the degree nonextensivity. Remark 3: Any Tsallis-like entropy of form (11) can be written in the following equivalent form
The equilibrium distributions for the [J]-and [θ]-systems of quantum scattering states
We next consider the maximum-entropy (MaxEnt) problem
} when σ el = fixed and dσ dΩ (1) = fixed (15) as criterion for the determination of the "equilibrium" distributions p me l and P me (x) for the system of quantum states produced by the (0
2 )−scattering. The equilibrium distributions, as well as theoptimal scattering entropies for the quantum scattering of the spineless particles were obtained in Ref. [8] [9] . For theJ-quantum states, in the spin (0
2 ) scattering case, these distributions are given by: while, for the θ−quantum states, these distributions are as follows
where d (x, 1) is given by
while the optimal angular momentum J o is
We note that results similar to (16)- (19) can be obtained with the constraint: Table 2 we presented analytic formulas for both maximization problem of form (15) .
Proof: In this case solving the problem (15) via Lagrange multipliers [20] we obtain that the singular solution λ 0 = 0 exists and is just given by the [S o1 J (p), S o1 θ (q), S o1 θJ (q)]−optimal entropies corresponding to the PMD-SQS-optimal state (see Table 1 ). Indeed, the problem (15) is equivalent to the following unconstrained extremization problem [20] : 
with the optimal state solution
Therefore, by a straightforward calculus we obtain that the solution of the problem (20) is given by
for p > 0, q > 00, where the reproducing kernel K 
Correlations between [J] and [θ ]-nonextensive statistics
A natural but fundamental question was addressed in Refs. [9] [10] [11] , namely, what kind correlation (if it exists) is expected to be observed between the nonextensivity indices p and q corresponding to the (p, J)-nonextensive statistics described by S J (p) and (q, θ)−nonextensive statistics described by S θ (q)? So, in general, an answer at this question is difficult to give for all values of the nonextensivities p, q ∈ R. However, if the Fourier transform defined by Eqs. (3) is considered a bounded map from the space L 2p of the vector valued functions {(f
..} and to the space L 2p of the vector valued functions (f ++ , f +− ), respectively, then, the answer was given as follows [11, 12] .
Riesz ( 
and the norm M of the Fourier transform [Eq. (3)- (4)] is expected to be bounded by
Proof: In our case it was show that the result given by Eq. (26)- (27) is a direct consequence of the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem extended to the vector-valued functions. Indeed, let T be the Fourier transform defined by the helicity scattering amplitude (3) where the partial amplitudes are expressed as follow
Then, it was shown that:
and it was used the Parseval's formula
since |d 
Numerical results
Now, for a systematic experimental investigation of the saturation of the optimality limits in hadron-hadron scattering is necessary to use the formulas from the Table 1 and the available experimental phase-shifts [22] [23] [24] to solve the following important problems:
• To reconstruct the "experimental" pion-nucleon, kaon-nucleon and antikaonnucleon scattering amplitudes;
• To obtain numerical values of the experimental scattering entropies S J (q), S θ (q) from the reconstructed amplitudes;
• 
are the values of the P M D − SQS−optimal entropies [S o1 X (k)] Jo±1 calculated with the optimal angular momenta J o ± 1, respectively. Of course, this procedure is equivalent with assumption of an error of ∆J o = ±1 in estimation of the experimental values of the optimal angular momentum J o . The results obtained in this way are presented in the Fig. 1-3 and Table 3 .
Nonextensivity index p for the statistics of J -quantum states
For the investigation of this important problem we use the experimental pionnucleon [22] and kaon-nucleon [23] as well as antikaon-nucleon phase-shifts [24] for the calculation of : Table 3 , respectively. Hence, the results from Table 3 allow us to conclude that the statistics of the system of J−quantum states are superextensitive (superadditive) with values of the nonextensivity index p in the interval 1/2 ≤ p ≤ 0.6. This experimental discovery can be compared with the recent results of Refs. [23] [24] [25] about the observed radial density profiles in pure-electron plasmas in Penning traps, which are also consistent with a value of the nonextensivity index around p = 1/2.
Nonextensivity index q for the statistics of [θ]-quantum states
In similar way, from the experimental pion-nucleon [20] , kaon-nucleon [21] and antikaon-nucleon [22] phase-shifts, we obtain the experimental values of: From the results of the Table 3 we conclude that the statistics of the system composed from θ−quantum states are subextensive (subadditive) with an index q ≥ 3.
Experimental evidence for (1/2p+1/2q=1)-nonextensivity correlation
Now, we can give an "experimental" answer to the fundamental question: what kind of correlation (if it exists) is expected to be observed between the nonextensivity indices p and q corresponding to the (p, J)-nonextensive statistics described by S J (p) and (q, θ)−nonextensive statistics described by S θ (q)? [We remember that the "mathematical" answer is given by Eq. (26)]. Indeed, from Figs.1-3 as well as from the Table 3 we see that the experimental data on the scattering entropies S J (p) and S θ (q) are simultaneously in excellent agreement (CL > 99%) with the [S Table 3 ). These results allow to conclude that the [J]-quantum system and [θ]-quantum system are produced at "equilibrium" but with the [ • The strong experimental evidence obtained here for the nonextensive statistical behavior of the (J, θ)− quantum scatterings states in the pionnucleon, kaon-nucleon and antikaon-nucleon scatterings can be interpreted as an indirect manifestation the presence of the quarks and gluons as fundamental constituents of the scattering system having the strong-coupling long-range regime required by the Quantum Chromodynamics.
Finally, we note that further investigations are needed since this saturation of optimality limits as well as nonextensive statistical behavior of the quantum scattering, emphasized here with high accuracy (CL > 99%), can be a signature of a new universal law of the quantum scattering. 
Nr.
Reproducing kernels
Number of optimal states for y = 1
θL (q) [9] [10] [11] [12] 14 Jθ−entropic band (q = p) 
Optimal scaling : The experimental values of the Tsallis-like entropies S J (p) for [(πN ) I=1/2,3/2 ; (KN ) I=0,1 ; (KN ) I=0,1 ]− scatterings, obtained from the available experimental phase-shifts [22] [23] [24] , are compared with the PMD-SQS-optimal state predictions S o1 J (p) given in Table 1 (full curve). The saturation of the PMD-SQS (MaxEnt) optimal limits is evident. [22] [23] [24] , are compared with the PMD-SQS-optimal state predictions S o1 θ (q) given in Table 1 (full curve). The saturation of the PMD-SQS (MaxEnt) optimal limits is evident.
